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"Wilderness and the American Mind" bs Roderick Nash
will be reviewed today at
12:30 p.m. In morns A and B
of the faculty cafeteria. Dr.
Robin Brooks, assistant professor of history, will review
Nash’s book. Brooks has called
the hook a "First rate piers,
of American intellectual history."
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San Jose Council Members
To Study Parking Problem

Beats Ferrari

Model T, Porsche
First in Auto Show
A 1914 Model T beat a 1956
Ferrari in competition on Seventh
Street Monday.
The race was for the most
spectators’ votes in Pi Kappa
Alpha ’s second annual spring auto
festival. The 26 cars on display
were divided into sports, competition sports, and antique categories.
Owners of the two cars with the
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By DAN EHRLI(H
Spartan Dally Staff Writer
San Jose State’s parking problems will be studied by a committee of San Jose City Council
members visiting the campus today.
Members of the Council’s Traffic
and Streets Committee, Council
members Robert Welch, Virginia

most votes in each category received a trophy.
In the competition sports category, first place went to a 1914
Model T roadster owned by Steve
Clausman and Evirt Graves. This
car took first place in its class
Sunday at the Oakland Custom
Car show.

In second place was a red 1956
Ferrari 250 Mille Miglia. It originally cost $18,000 and was once
owned by Grand Prix driver Lorenzo Bandini. It is now owned by
Bob Turner, a Lockheed employee.
First place in the sports car
category went to a 1964 Porsche
356-C, owned by Brian Carleton.
It had previously won first place
in its class at Pebble Beach.
A sleek, high tailed Lotus Europa belonging to George M.
Teaching isn’t merely the Smith took second place. It cost
process of a teacher imparting $5,000, and there are only 40 such
knowledge to students but "a dual
cars on the West Coast.
process of learning," according to
Among the antiques, first went
Dr. Herbert Kohl, professor of
to a 1926 Model T four-door sedan
English and education at the Unibelonging to Bob Paradiso, local
versity of California at Berkeley,
chapter president of the Antique
who spoke on "Teaching the UnAutomobile Club of America.
teachable" yesterday in Morris
Second went to a 1926 Model T
Dailey Auditorium, sponsored by
flatbed truck belonging to senior
the Center for Interdisciplinary
business major John Schiro and
Studies.
Chuck Territo,
"I contend that teachers today
don’t teach," Kohl said. "reaching
concerns the process of learning.
There’s no magical power to force
persons who don’t have the will to
learn to actually learn."

A former Harlem school teacher,
Dr. Kohl related his difficulties in
attempting to become an "authoritarian" to "gain control" of his
students.
"After about a month I found
I couldn’t bear it any longer," he
said. "I found myself doing something not of value. It wasn’t a
matter of who had the message
and who didn’t. Anyway, tiying to
force people to do things didn’t
work. You can’t force knowledge."
Dr. Kohl contended that much
of what is taught in school systems is not related to what students already know and to what
students actually want to know.
"Is it better to have read Milton
and hated him than to have not
read Milton at all

Dual Ticket
Proposed
For ASB

Major changes in the role of the
executive branch of student government were approved Monday
afternoon by Student Council,
meeting as a committee of the
whole, to discus.s constitution revision.
The most noticeable change sees
the president and vice president
running for office as a team. The
vice president will serve as the
executive assistant to the president, anal will also coordinate the
ASB committee system, thus eliminating the need for the executive
secretary.
The president will be able to
make appointments with approval
of two-thirds of council members
present instead of two-thirds of a
quorum. He will be able to veto
all action of the council except
judicial appointments.
After council has completed the
revision it will take a formal vote
to accept the document. It will
then be given to the student body
to approve in a special election.

Shaffer and Norman Mineta will
be escorted around the parking
problem areas by SJS student, Earl
Hansen, a member of the Committee Organized for More Parking Spaces.
Their tour follows the Council’s
remanding of tentative plans for
the school’s new Ninth Street

Dow Rep Returns
To Calm Welcome

Can’t Force
Will To Learn,
Says Prof

Dr. Kohl, author of "Age of
Complexity" and "Thirty-Six Children," emphasized the importance
of establishing a sense of communication with students. He at tacked
the idea that the teacher is "somebody who has received knowledge
who can take this and put this
into the hands of other people."
"You can’t motivate people to
do what you want them to do
when you want them to do it,"
he added.
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Daily Publicity
all
of
chairmen
Putdielt3
campus organizations are Inited to attend a Spartan
1)011) orientation meeting
Tuesday at 12:30 in JC208.
Free press inforniatIon kits
followed by
will be it
a brief description of Daily
policy and the proper procedure oil 11111% to get publicity

Tk.
Photo by D. M.

Dougherty

THIS RESTORED 1926 Model T Ford won first place in antique
autos in Monday’s second annual spring car show sponsored by
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity. Examining the winner are Grace
Griffin, of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority, inside, and Pam Swales of
Sigma Kappa sorority.

Student Rights Report
Before Council Today
lege aLso promises to influence the
By FOIE STONE
surrounding community to make
Spartan Daily staff Writer
Waiting until two days before all of its facilities open to all
students.
its deadline to make recommendaThe measure has been brought
tions, Student Council this after- up at council at several past meetPresidetail
noon will discuss in
ings, but council has always redent Robert D. Clarles "Interim quested a postponement, the latest
Statement of Student Rights and request coming last week.
Responsibilities."
ASB President Vic Lee charged
Two students assisted five facul- that the bill has been kept in
ty members in preparing the re- committee for six weeks. Any
port, made available to council six council member could have called
weeks ago. One student, Jose Al- for it to be debated at a regular
varez, is senior representative on meeting.
the council.
Lee continued, "Hopefully the
The report stems nom recent document will be passed with little
campus disturbances, stating the revision. It’s an all-inclusive docurights of students and penalties ment, carefully scrutinized by
which will be enforced if the rights faculty, administration, and stuare abridged.
dents."
The report affirms the right to
Council, at Lee’s urging, has
campus demonstrations "So long as been meeting in special session the
student demonstrations do not dis- last two weeks to discuss constiturb or interfere with the class- tition revision. Lee believes this is
room and cause only minor in- the more important of the two
convenience in areas of the campus documents. However, some execuoutside the classroom."
tive and legislative officers beOffenses covered in the report lieve differently.
range from cheating on exams to
George Watts, ASB Deasurer,
stealing and to carrying a firearm believes that student rights, as
on campus. Punishments range guaranteed by Dr. (lark’s report,
from verbal reprimands to ex- are more important than revising
pulsion.
the constitution.
The preamble confilms that all
Bob Gottschalk, council vice
college facilities are open to stu- chairman, believes both are of
dents "without reference to race. equal importance and could have
creed or national origin." The col- been discussed together.

A Dow Chemical Company rep- that if the following day’s emresentative was welcomed back on ployment interviews were held,
"somebody would get hurt."
campus yesterday without a mur"The interviews went ahead the
mur of prostest as he discussed Dow next day as scheduled," said
and the college demonstrators.
Jones. "Everything went well until
Dow Western Public Relations towards the end of the day when
Manager, Jack Jones, spoke be- some demonstrates gathered outfore students of Associate Profes- side and a few professors led them
sor Pearce Davies Journalism inside the building to the inter190-B class receiving a warm wel- view office, where they began
come in contrast to the reception looting the building. A demongiven him by demonstrators last strator tossed a hydrogen sulfide
"stink" bomb in the Dow office.
Nov. 20.
Demonstrations by students on It could have been lethal, but forcampuses and a consumer boycott tunately no one was injured."
The employment Interviewer was
of Dow products for the public
(which are only two per cent of a chemical engineer who didn’t
the company’s sales) began six have a thing to do with the napalm
months after the company began production.
to produce napalm.
Not all demonstrations were like
DISRUPTED ONLY 3 PER CENT that, however, and Jones praised
the handling of the demonstration
"For all the demonstrating and
at SJS by President Robert D.
noise made, the demonstrations
Clark, saying, "He did a magnifidisrupted only three per cent of
cent job of keeping his cool."
our interviews, and there was no
Answering charges most often
effect on the number of qualified
raised about the government’s use
applicants who applied for a job
of napalm, Jones cited a report
with us," he said.
compiled by a civilian medical inOff college campuses, Dow faced
vestigation team headed by the
little or no problem, and public
President of the American Medopinion polls still showed no
ical Association.
change in the public’s attitude
VC TERRORISM
with a small minority being the
"They toured every hospital in
only opposition. Those who had
strong feelings about Dow, either South Vietnam and found that
in support or opposition numbered only 15 per cent of the patients
just three million. A total of 15 per were injured by the war itself,
cent of the people surveyed didn’t with 80 per cent of them victims
even know that Dow made napalm, of Viet Cong terrorism. Of the rebelieving that DuPont made It, mainder, only about five per cent
were burn victims, mainly as a
said Jones.
Public knowledge began to in- result of using kerosene in stoves
crease, however, as the news not designed to handle it."
Jones said that although Dow is
media began coverage of the anti sensitive to public opinion, the
Dow demonstrations.
"Last Fall we had 46 demon- published report by the Associated
Press saying that Dow wouldn’t
strations against us on college
campuses, 35 of them were on the bid on the next napalm contract
West Coast," he said, "But only because of the campus disorders
is untrue,
one or two of them were violent."
"Dow wants to find the right
PHONE THREAT
way to handle the limited opposiReferring to an incident that took tion, but we certainly are not goplace on the UCLA campus last ing to be seared off from producing
Fall, Jones said he received a weapons that aid our servicemen
phone threat from the leader of by any vocal minority," maintains
the demonstration warning him Jones,

parking facility over to the San
Jose Engineer’s Office for an indepth study into the building and
parking problems of the area.
According to Hansen, it will now
be three years before the new
multi-level parking garage will be
completed.
WARM SPOT
Following the tour of inspection,
the group will meet in College
President Robert D. Clark’s conference room with Executive Dean
Dr. C. Grant Burton and the
garage architects.
There they will discuss the
needs of the college community
and such items as parking limitations, diagonal parking and the
problems that may be uncovered
on the tour.
"I have a warm spot in my
heart for the college. It’s the
biggest thing we have in San Jose
right now. The master plans for
our city and San Jose State must
develop hand in hand," said Welch.
The councilman also commented
that the landscaping consideration
and traffic flow on Ninth Street
will be a main point of consideration by the committee.
PLANS STUDIED
The plans for the new garage,
which will be located between
Ninth and 10th Streets and San
Fernando Road and Elizabeth
Avenue, were studied by the council Monday evening.
Welch then took a slap at the
City Planning Commission for not
having submitted plans to the city
engineer for study.
The new garage, if built, will
be the same size as the present
college facility, however, the stalls
and driveways will be slightly
wider.

Fence Artists:
Help Decorate
Union Project
Only 47 panels remain for the
artistic endeavors of actual and
aspiring artists on the fences surrounding the College Union construction project between the Art
and Industrial Arts Buildings.
A contest, with prizes donated
by the Spartan Bookstore, is the
incentive for beautifying the unsightly plywood sections.
Ten gift certificates totaling
$100 will he awarded Saturday by
three judges, two from the Art
Department and one from the San
Jose community.
Entry forms are now available
at the College Union, 315 S. 9th
St. Deadline is Friday.

f.

Big If: Will State Allot Funds for SJS Computers?

ank.
lake
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EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the lest of two articles
concerning the possibility of computer regis.
tration in SJS’s future. Yesterday’s article dealt
with the problems encountered by students
waiting in registration lines as they would be
10 years in the future.
By JOYCE AUGUSTIN
Spartan Daily Feature &Ulm.
SJS is patiently waiting for midnight,
June 30, and $358,000.
On that date the state budget for the
1968-69 fiscal year will be released. And on
one $358,000 item in this proposed budget
hangs the computer hopes of all 18 California
state colleges.
Many of the state colleges have been
groping through registration with inadequate
systems for many years. San Diego and San
Francisco State have the same type of computer and peripheral equipment as SJS.
Local solutions have in some instances
shortened reg lines and satisfied student
complaints. Long Beach State is a successful
example of efficient computer use for regis-

t rat ion, according to Van Collister, SJS computer center head.
But the computerization story at SJS begins with a series of false starts and ends
in dozens of abandoned plans. Although the
funds for the state plan have not yet been
approved, administrators are already speculating on its future. Both Collister and Dr.
Arthur Hall, dean of institutional research
and data processing in the state chancellor’s
office, believe the plain has a good chance
for success.
STATE-W1DE SYSTEM
The $358,11’10 allocation, if approved, will
be used to pilot a single California-wide state
college computer system. Originally, over
$1 million was requested to begin work on
the five-year plan, and Hall said that the
$358,000 allotment could he upped slightly
before the final budget is approved.
The first step in the proposed project, said
Hall, would be the installation of a large
modern computer system in one of the
Southern California state colleges.

"We’re beginning in the south," he said,
"because, believe it or not, they need it as
much as the Bay Area and close proximity
to the chancellor’s office will enable us to
keep a close check on its efficiency."
After completion of the first regional
center in the south two other centers will
be set up elsewhere in the state. Hall said
that SJS would he a probable site for the
second regional center.
He predicted that the second center would
be operating by the 1969-70 school year.
Hall said that efficient registration would
be only a small part of the giant computer
system’s daily load. "It will solve student
problems, aid in faculty research and simplify
administration business."
The three central processing units would
Ire supplemented by terminals in each of the
state colleges. ’rhe terminals would have
stand-alone capacity hut would be connected
to the central processing units, he said.
A computer firm has offered use of its
computer to SJS for a small fee in return for

the opportunity to experiment in an aetual
working situation, according to Collister.
He would not speculate whether this proposed computer could be worked into a statewide scheme later.
In spite of bright hopes and detailed plans
the state computer plan is shakily hanging
onto one big "if:" The $358,000 allocation
could be cut from the budget altogether.
WAYS AND MEANS
After at stop in the Ways and Means committee of the State Assembly the whole
package will be sent to Alan Post, the state
budget analyst. When Post makes his recommendations, it will be sent to the State
Senate for approval.
The governor, too, can blue pencil sperifie
items when the budget COMPS to him for
final approval.
Even if the $358,000 is approved many
still doubt the eventual success of the plan.
Pres. Robert D. Clark expressed concern.
Although he said that the first computer

would be installed in the south so that the
chancellor’s office could also make use of
the facilities, he said he was "distressed"
that SJS would have to wait so long for
action.
"What if the legislature decides not to
appropriate any more money for the program in later years?" asked another administartor. "Then the south will have a computer system and SJS will be right, hack
where tt started."
In spite of doubts expressed by many
S.IS administrators, Dr. Arthur Hall, dean
of institutional studies and data processing
in the chancellor’s office, said plans for the
program are moving ahead.
San Jose State administrators and students might question a southern location for
the first of the three proposed state computer renters. They might feel that the state
legislature will tire of the plan before &IS
can be helped. But without additional finances there is little they can do except wait
tor June and hope for the best.
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The Beer
Was Frosty

Advertixing Mgr.

By SUE AMON
The beer was frosty. The music was
deafening, and. there I sat
at minor in
a topless go-go bar in San Francisco.
FM a nice kid, but the promise of the
door-man dancing, vvas just too much, anti
1 stepped in for my- first taste of Silt."
The fact that the other two girls in our
rs. and not It-galls
group, and I. Were
allowed to lat. exposed to such lases iyous.

Editor’s Notes

Personal Decision
\i’. day the Johnson Administration
i- likely to announre it is rai,ing ittoanlwvcr redifig for "’trial" dutY
io 1,25.1100.
ith the svvipe of a pen I HOMO
adtlitional human lives will be put on
OM line hr a war which is growing
both in intrw-ity and futility.
At no time in our nation’s history
lid; a W ar load such shameful economir
c,,n-iderations. Most dit you know of
national financial interests involved.
boot have you ever considered the huh% idtial monetary aspects?
11 hat abiont the person who not only
rreeiv es a defense deferment but also
oldains a handsome salary for the jolt
be’ loollls -in the interests of nationa!
,ecurity?"
1Iore than one in this category has
beer, heard pondering which expensive
-port- car or apartment he desires to
iiive-t in.
\nal what al
t the ones who
-11.1\ I:" to go? If the draft hangs over
their head. they rant obtain a decent
jith. Should they refuse to serve they
may as well leave the country because
1111 refuse to fight when they
I eel they are is rotig are usually considered -subversive elements. \merit% is composed of It
Masses W h,inhi Will damn the Vietnam
the dinner table atilt then
-.WI.. Off to risk their live- with
the wave of a flag.

However. it i- not the intent of this
writing to attack our policy in Vietnam. Rather. it is a sincere plea to the
average male citizen of draft age to
pan -e for -tome individual thinking
and soul-searching.
\II the denitiost rat ions and riots
against the war have probably just
warped the thinking of the masses.
Many of you reading this perhaps
to be identified with
dont wisli
placard-wav ers. tear gas and the like.
But many of you may also be afraid
of dying in a war you think is wrong.
It is to you that this i- directed. Your
government ba,ically isn’t very worried ab011t s.iui. Th is is indicated by
the fact that neither the draft nor its
director have been changed in over
20 years.
I he monkey. therefore. is on your
back. Your decision should not be
made beraw.a. if any anti -war demonstration- Was ing flags or other byproduct- of armed conflict.
1 4,11 who read this are considered
ready to enter combat. Therefore, you
are also mature enough to decide, on
ynur own. whether to serve or refuse.
NO matter what you choose, you
should base your choice on the courage of your itersonal convictions. At
this crucial stage of your lives. don’t
begin or continue the tragic pattern of
letting others make your decisions
for you.
-- 11. C.

The Cross -Eyed Rabbit*
(*Campus Crusader for Truth, Justice and Carrot Soup,
I don’t know about you, Ind Eve found
that sitting in a Hub of hot bubble loath

lic.- Izot the free love message all right;
iiv I has i
evpre,sing it without

and htiplili iia lighted candle while -taring
at a carrot in one’s navel, does

,h.l

’Halting to change the impossildc cicator
dilemma ar ttttt here.
.Its 1101 tile crackcr boxes tlicni,ch, dial are sii unnerving. it’s the union-dii
v a riety of farm animals that ride in
them.
n For instance, what do you suppo..
Prompts all those creattirts to StIll%V. cram
and slink into one of those things only
(o get off one floor up?
It’s very simple, once you think about I.
They’re in conspiracy with those alio.
i order to ride down one floor. get in and
kith. all the way to the top first so tlicy
tart block
ill the rear f
e.-rapitig

tI,, diihie111.1%

tiefore the door closes.
loe

*
*
*
"tale’s two off-beat piddle:,
iaried taking pot-41ot- al I a. Ii

\lore
land iloi-11.1 agree with the Experimental
1:ollege’s ii.
ir I
V. Or at least its
ispelling anyway. Ile say’s its 11-I-1..-Ii-it-NJabber{,1111

1.11110r

I

11.NI-1 -S.

paper says it’s ... M-0-1 -S.
I sir% it doesn’t make any difference

The

s

j/elallse

uuu,hi,,,ls iau, prOlIMIllee it 1111% W is.
*
*
*
Speak
..1
that lieW Experimenial
;avec rag_ did sm.it see the firi ctlition

I
’llo other da
_ The lead article. on birth control vs liii
*ever that
had an interesting .ipuuuuui
from a fresilltlall riled a It., seems a hill,

Guest Articles
The Daily will consider and is seeking Guest
Editorials and Guest Rooms from SJS students and faculty members on matters affecting the campus and its students.
; Arrangements for writing such materiels
may be made with Patricia Wanek, Daily
.:Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m. in
the Daily Office, JC208. Final decisions on MP
of guest articles are reserved to the F:ditor.
Guest copy should be typed double spared
on a 40-space line.
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McCARTHYISM

! "

Thrust and Parry

’Kids Voting Would Hurt’
Disneyland Conventions?
Editor:
I was appalled to read your staff editorial
Monday on lowering the voting age. With only
responsible people going to the polls, this
country is in its worst shape ever. Could kids
voting change anything?
There would be enough of them to be recognized as a force by the major parties. Special conventions would be held at Disneyland,
just so they could be heard. Politicians, trying
to gain the kids vote, would have to let their
hair grow and be up on which song is No. 1
on the top 10. The capital would go pseudohippie in an attempt to be "in." Politicians
would be seen On 4:Ame3-icart Band4stand"
rather than "Meet the Press"
The kids would vote the opposite of their
parents even at the threat of no allowance
or use of the family car. The traditional
family structures would start to break down.
Society would find itself with a "credibility
gap" between generations. The American way
of life would have to be re-examined,
.The kids probably would want to have the
draft re-evaluated and the war in Vietnam
stopped and other unpopular things instigated.
No, kids getting the vote would only lead to
more trouble, as everyone knows that this
country doesn’t need anything changed.
Monte Brigham, A746

EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of the
editorial page otters students and faculty a chance to
express their views on campus, local, national or international issues. Space is allowed to encourage written debates on such current affairs. Contributions to
Thrust and Parry must not exceed 250 words, must be
typewritten, double spaced within 45 -space margins
and properly signed with the writer’s name and faculty or ASS number. The Daily will not print letters
which are libelous, in poor taste or include a personal
attack. The editor reserves the right to edit or cut
letters to conform to space limitations and to cease
publication of letters dealing with subjects he believes have been exhausted.

What Price the Future?
What must we do, throughout the years
To show the way; to lessen fears;
To create justice; lessen tears;
To heal the world; to lessen hate;
To make the nation strong and great;
To give mankind a better fate?
Owen M. Broyles,
Professor of Econ

Will Man Dwindle to Robot Status?
114N !Ain’t:II
%Am 1.01- dies,

leis he"’ --

responsibility for his or her actions. But

sliake.p. ale.
iii.

the,

-as.

has been evolving

for

ilitoisand

car, heading- for a possible
titt IlltiMaie perfection.
Yet aid] All of man’s great achit.vt,
mews. with all of his progress, this frail
animal

not facing tip to the real priddem conof
’s self and or the acceptance of

trol

-till

hasn’t

mastered

of
cxiSlellee
facing a problem
and admitting it’s his fault: facing a problem auth tating- that the solution lies
within his own mind
Looking baik f
sotne distant future
time. providing humans are still able to
think for themselves, this century may
ionne to have beell the crossroads of
ho man moral COM iii ion
Sod just as Freud held that sex was the
of matt’s subconscious, it seems only
liii ii
that
moral revolution should
begin will, OilIlw vanguard of change.
alive’

’11 IS, NI’s%cling as the ratalyst to this change is
an item %% bid] might beeonie the biggest
boon to I tttttt anity since "NI & M’s;" The
Throughout the laud women ran now
enjoy all the full rich flavor but will
t
the aftertaste.

raw abor’Toilav birth control. t
tion.’ is the ers of many.
There .eenis to be little doubt that in
...fine future time abortionti will be as cont.
omit a, basing a vs isd
tooth removed.

Rot aids this man, or in this case rnan
and vs
an, is again skirling the Lowe by

like everything else. man must take the

out. lid this l’ase it is a convenient
%tient if ic crutch ktiossii as the l’allira-

easy way
ceptive.

not saying that it’s wrong. In
fact, contraeeptives, vs ill. the otirproptila
proldtm_ are the only immediate
practical solution for the world’s survival.
This had use, however, has been aimed
at poverty ridtkti societies and not at the
sensual indulgences of middle class y
g
America.
Our entire system of law, order and
This, is

Notable Quotes
Amelia Nugent, writing on choosing a col
lege In the New York State Taxpayer, pub
lished by the Citizens Public Expenditure
Survey Inc., Albany, N.V.:
I don’t want to knock the importance of a
college education but I do think we have
overstressed college. We can’t find people to
do all the work that needs to be done in our
great country. Our higher education institutions seem to be placed where students learn
how to get a job that won’t demand too
much work.
Perhaps the time has come to realize that
people are people
degrees or not, and they
must be measured in ways other than by degree. The man who fixes my plumbing when
a water pipe breaks is every bit as important
to me as my children’s teacher
in a diffetent way, hut important. I think our obsesskin wtth degrees is one reason why it is so
hard to get a plumber.

to San Jose
ence,

we

males did I
true lady.

wanted. Being a good audi-

heartily

applauded

well,

the

and the girl received it like a

She motioned to her friend, there was
a clink as money hit metal, and my eardrunis burst as the Rolling Stones blasted
out with "Can’t Get No Satisfaction."
Manly beers later. my date decided it
Was time to visit the little boys’ room.
Maintaining his nonchalant. uninterested
air, he meandered past the swaying dancer.
When he was right in front of the girl,
he stopped for a second and looked into
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ness didn’t deter the fellow checking ID."’..

Our dates wt-re- 21 and before we knew it,
we were seated at a table the size of a
large peanut -butter jar, drinking beer and
watching the "eaten:.
-tit.The
aS long and narrow. Along
the bar sat six gentlemen, with utituisutahis
determined, glassy-eyed looks cemented on
their faces.
’Ilse waitress was dancing when we
walked in. She was on a stage about IWO
feet from the bar. which was ens al-Ilhighteuld with a wide. full-length mirror
behind her.
After her quick performance, she
dressed, sauntered over to our table and
took our order.
V. hilt’ the ordering was going on, another girl appeared, attired Ill a backless
black mini-dress. She hopped up im the
stage and stripped as casually as if she
were the only person in the room.
Giving a nod to her girlfriend who was
feeding coins to the juke box, she proceeded to gyrate to the music uI J
Brown and "It’s a Mall’s World."
Applause to a go-go dancer is like pot

human existence as we know it today has
bedin formed dm at moral plane. This plane
can be compared to a chain as strong as
its weakest link. ’hen one link breaks,
the chain is useltss.
Abortions and cold bloodied murder of
any person walking 1/11 a street, are, in our
present society, a violation on the saint’
al plane.

Ain (warn.: MURDER
Theorizing, it could he possible some
day, by the eventual breakdown of various
moral principles, to advocate cold blooded
murder.
This is where man’s mind is being put
to the test. Should morality be legislated
because humans refuse to face the facts,
or can the animal solve them by self
lion?
confr
Like any tool, piece of equipment or
mad ry a man’s mind is only good if
il is toted. If man conti tttt ally refuses to
accept challenges that may tax his mental capabilities and possibly cause him to
give up, temporarily, certain pleasures he

has been enjoying, his mind, again thecould dwindle away to sheer
robot status.
Turning back to the overpopular
problem, man may avoid using his mind
by flooding a country with contraceptives
instead of stamping out the poverty or not
letting it lake root to begin with.
As long as people believe they can
"have their cake and eat it too," all the
lime, they will never admit the problem
lies with them and not with society.

orrtieally

the mirror behind her, later expla g to
me that he was just straightei g his tie.
When the girl finished (laming, she
dleftls slipped into her black cost
, and
started toward otir table. V. ith clothes on,
she looked just like any girl you’d pass
on the SJS campus.
Flashing a smile, she seated herself next
to my girlfriend’s date and started talking.
Being a typical male, he was tip to his
Olt-balls in flattery. But it was her turn
to play waitress so she couldn’t stay.
We watched another show, saw our
-dressed friend dance again, and
black
to leave the den of
decided it was t’
inequity.
I never did get to see tht 111011rIllall dance.
Ile said he was shy. But it was a great
experience anti it taught me two things
that I’m sure will be terribly useful in
later years.
1) The only thing it takes to be a go-go
dancer is nerve! 2o The next tune you
walk past an SJS coed- applaud you
might catch a go-go girl!
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One-Acts Slate The Barber of Seville
"An

three

Evening

of

One-Acts.

student -directed

one-act

plays, will be presented by the
Drama Department in the Studio
Theater at 8:15 Thursday night,
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SJS Gallery Exhibits
David Park’s Art Pieces
By JOHN POIMIROO
At a time when "abstract expressionism" refused to recognize
the human Innate, David Park
combined a bold, striking brush
stroke and a deep sense of emotion.
Presently, the Art Department
is presenting is gallery full of
the late artist’s works. Park
was on his death bed, stricken
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lonely song
it
echoes down alley ways and
through the waning night air. All this is captured in the works of David Park, an artist,
whose works are now on display in the art
building’s main gallery.

DIXIE BAND is playing in a small bar way back
behind the store fronts. Whining moans of
trombone and flute mix and gel with the tinker
pounding of banjo and piano while cymbals and
bass throb like dying hearts. A trumpet sings its

Baller-Rejto Duo
To Play Sunday
At City College
Chambermusic by the BailerRejto Duo ra ill be presented in
San Jose City College theater
this Sunday, at 3 p.m.
The concert is part of City
College’s spring semester Cultural Series, according to Stuart
L. Grannis. It is open to the
public and general admission will
be $1. Students and children under 12 will he admitted for 50
cents.
Pianist Adolph Bailer and
cellist Gabor Rejto will present
as part of their program "Sonata in D Major" by Bach,
"Sonata No. 2" by Martinu,
"Sonata in D Minor" by Debussy
and "Sonata in A major, Opus
69" by Beethoven.
Bailer and Rejto, members of
the famed Alma Trio, are wellknown throughout the United
States, Japan, Europe and Australia for their piano-cello concerts.
Reito has been chairman of
the string department of the
School of Music at University of
Southern California since 1954.
Bailer, a soloist at age 12 with
the Vienna Philharmonic and
Symphony Orchestras, came to
the United States in 1938. He
now teaches piano and chamber
2111.181C at the San Francisco Conservatory of Music.

with a fatal case of cancer, when
he completed the works being
shown.
Abstract expressionism had
demanded that the emotion and
mood be set in innocuous strokes
of color, Park was a lone crusader in the field of figurative
art.
"I saw that if I would accept
subjects, I could paint with mote
absorption, with a certain enthusiasm for the subject which
would allow some of the aesthetic qualities such as color and
composition to evolve more
naturally," Park wrote.
In the works being displayed
in the gallery, one can see the
human aspect that Toulouse
Lautrec placed in his paintings
and the concepts of form and design that Picasso incorporates
into his art.
Park uses heavy splashes of
color and strong brush strokes,
yet there is a lightness of color
and brightness of idea within
his work.
Park attacked new concepts,
when others relegated themselves to repetition. His technique has made a definite impression on art today. He stood
as a bridge between abstract
expressionism and pop art.
In one wash, he whimsically
portrays the cartoon-like aspects
of the human form. Yet there is
quiet loneliness in the majority
of his work in the gallery.
I conjecture that he included
W1,WOWA,WW10044%
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Negative
Photograph
Snapshot
Drawing
Collage

$3.75 plus $.25 handling
Your original returned
Include school name
Psychedelic Poster Co.
P.O. Box 3071
St. Louis, Missouri 63130
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that will dramatize and glamourize a simple engagement

ring. Small, rotund diamonds in marquise settings are

REED

GOES

UNDERGR
Ou

REED IS ATTEMPTING TO SET A NEW
PATTERN FOR COLLEGE LITERARY MAGAZINES
JOIN THE LIBERATION FORCES!

Submissions iti the form of poems, short stories,
la n, or un)thing
photography, art, 1%5055, ttneart
else printable should be lift in the Entrliili effir:e.
toilst l)ffice, Building. 102.

designed to curve around one side of the center gem to
add breadth and brilliance’ to set it off beautifully.
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Special rates for all organized
groups with
prior arrangements.
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be shown and a proposal for a
positive national initiative will
be introduced. Specially compiled films will be shown simultaneously on four screens in the
center circle of the theater. The
first film will focus on the sweep
of mankind’s beginnings and
the evolution of civilization. All
that man has taken trom 11:111110

18" x 24"
Send any B & W or color

$4
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I 2tli and ’,alma 1 :I ara

actions throughout the ages will

$1.50-$2-$3

GROUP NIGHT
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problems of mankind.

$5
$6

Toboggans

buttered

in the Circle Star Theater at
1:30 p.m. this Saturday on the

Buckle Boots $1.00 More

Ski Racks

a

to Woman Building the Earth,
will present a dramatic program

to build life will be contrasted,
in the second film, with the war,
riot, strife, revolution, conflict,
pollution, starvation, poverty, delinquency, and the detetioration
of ideals :mil values in the world.

DELUXE WOOD SKIS,
BOOTS AND POLES
W/LATCH IN BINDINGS
$5.50

Stretch Ski Pants

chicken. french fries, and

A newly -formed group of 1000
Huy Area women, called Woman

$3
Wood Skis, Boots, and Poles
$4.50

Quilted Parkas
Lift Coats

includes two delicious pieces of

Women To View Man’s Problems
Saturday At Circle Star Theater

WEEK-END

Standards

It

W. C. LEAN JEWELERSOur 64th Year in San Jose

Wood Skis and Poles

Mercurys

’Flic perfect meal for one. The snack

see the universal story of youth
vet sus age in the production.
The 18th century play, directed by Kenneth Dorst, is a
combined eflhnt of the Music and
Drama Departments.
Tickets may be bought in the
lkix Office for $2, $1 with an
ASH card, or may In bought at
tIi,’

Tickets tor
the production i4
Barber ..;
Seville." which is schNiuled to
run tonight through Saturday
evening, have been sold out except for limited seating for tonight’s 815 performance.
The light opera, which opened
last week, has been playing to a
trl
is,ose

PRIOR TO 9 P.M.
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Snack Box
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re-)Books

Boys should be gay and happy,
but in "Boys Walking" there is
a solemn feeling and message.
Most of his work captures the
moment and extends it to a
point floating in space.
"Canoe" places the viewer in
a sylvan setting. It is a quiet
scene, like much of his art. The
water is green, dark and cool,
as it should be on a lazy summer day.
When he paints a beach and
the riotous laughter, beachball
throwing and playful skirmishes,
you are there on the beach. It
is hot, but you really don’t care,
because you are alive.

AT

Books

a go-go

no you

$

this deep, hollow and lonely
feeling because he knew that the
cancer that infected his body
would end the artistic beauty of
life.
"Street Scene" illustrates that
hollow look, as if the figures
had no place to go but were
moving anyway.
"Portrait of Lydia," the earliest of those painting shown, does
not have the mystery of facial
expression that is evident in his
other paintings.

March 7.
Three individual students will
each take a turn at direction of
one of the three plays.
Kevin Cotter will direct the
extremely entertaining "(’ox and
Box" or "The Long Lost Brother," which has a musical score
written by Sir Arthur Sullivan of
Gilbert and Sullivan fame.
Alan Thompson will direct
Peter Shafer’s touching and

poignant drama, "Private I
ourh;
This is the Min). of a
man’s pitiful attempt to find
human warmth and companionship.
Carol Swartout will direct
Harold Pinter’s perplexing one act, "A Slight Ache." Harold
Pinter, one of the drama world’s
fastest rising playwrights, demonstrates his talented use of
vi-ords and ideas in this absorbing work.
General admissionwill be $1.50
for non-students and 75 cents for
students. All proceeds will go
into the Drama Department
scholarship fund.

12:3 0 P.M. daily, MORRIS DAILEY AUDITORIUM
Tues.
Wed.
Thurs.

FEB. 27 "LORD OF THE DANCE"
FEB. 28 "LORD OF THE FLIES"
FEB. 29 "LORD OF ALL"

AND 3:30 P.M. daily, HOME EC. BLD. ROOM 5
Tues. FEB. 27 RECEPTION for ALL with refreshments
Thurs. FEB. 29 INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

"1
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Woolne,,rlay February i-!f4
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SPARTAN
SPECIAL
llonday 8:. Wednesday
ednesday
\i. it all lhaise special for Monday &
Mouth %%atering toratloaf made from only the
fine:a ground beef. Sem etI p piping hot with a
mountain of mashed potatoes. garden fresh vegetable
i1111I fre,11 bread s it it that melt in your mouth flavor.
if you miss Mom’s cooking. it not as far away as
think. Gis e the Spartan House a try. you’ll be
glad you did. Don’t forget our convenient take home
-en ill’.

The Reed, Literary Magazine,
Solicits Essays, Poetry, Prose
The Reed, campus literary
magazin,.. is current*: soliciting
,-untribut.ons for the 1968 edition in fiction, poetry. essays and
suitable photography and art
work.
In past years the magazine
has been the product of the English department. This year to
make The Reed more "ecumenl-

cal in nature" contributions ,N k
be accepted from all interested
students regardless of major
field.
By selecting a cross-section of
contributions the staff hopes
that the magazine will ref let
the spirit of the time. Art s: k
and essays will be especiallyappreciated.

THE 1.1.11.\(; 20-S 1\(,.
.ould like to thank the Inflaming people for iheir help
in making the :airlift a great success:
Flight Eduratiim
1:iirpurate kir
Dean
Julia
HOS.,

1101, J1111.11
Bob Hall

cpaptan

lienme

150 East
San Carlos St.

292-2840

(corner of Fourth ht.)

chell Gas at Rohl’.

51,1 toaal,lc Hamburgers
:sits 1,0 Itept.
ttllie Nelson Ileliimpiet
San tui FA k Tuaer
Sour .1 ,,se iI tilt nail .ii
\\
Adele
Sim Jose l’iper

MI work may be turned in to
the English Office, Facility Office buifling 102 by April 5.
Manuscripts must
be typed,
double spaced and the author’s
name must :appear on a separate
cover sheet only.
The Red publishes the Phelan
award winners, which are given
every spring for outstanding
work by English students in see, I Categories.
I.,t ’ I
ii Reilly. graduate
h.pes to have the
a
ii "units in fiction, poetry.
:ind essays in the 1968 edition.
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Photo Classes
Change at SJS
Si SAN CALL
Fhotugiaphy has changed at
San Jo -e State ’Ins result has
been a tripiing of enroilment
in photography 1B and a doubling of enrollment in upper division classes.
When photography was moved
from the natural science to the
industlial arts department, the
emphasis in t ea ching was
changed. "The artistic and practical application of photography
is now emphasized rather than
the scientific." said Morton Boss,
associate profess :I. of photography.
"We can use a more creative
approach," said Boss in an interview last week This is the last
semester that photography will
satisfy
a gen:. ra I education
science requirement.
At the same time. photography has been moved ft urn the
old science building to the fourth
floor of the new Carl D. Duncan
science building. "We have the
best facilities of any colege in
California," said Loren Cockrell,
associate professor of photography.
Morton Boss, head of the area
of photography under industrial
arts, designed the general layout
of the labs. In the 1B darkroom

each work area can be closed
off so that stuclmas can work
separately or together. This way
printing and deveaoping can ho
done at the ’awe t
The new building has t.i.a new
briefing rooms that enable lectures and labs to re held at the
same tins,.. There ivas only one
lector, room in me old huilding
Also thee are two new studioll
with alt types of lighting and a
seamless wali for background in
port ra its.
Each stodent has a Icokable
Mawr.. in a s iarkroom In addiill it anikliran at is ext on
p. tot-I
ton
It it .n
in ’cactitht, rcautiful new faing
ed a tremendculties has::
ous am aunt of stud ot inte..-est "
said Boss He sail that. tne phosfess,rs :r ad inst ruet
tors asked 1.,:r the change from
natural science to industrial
arts. and were not ousted’ ar
repot ted in last seanester’s Spat tan Daily
"We hope to offer a BA degree in indu.strial ants with an
emphasis in photograpny in the
near future. Also requests for
minors in photography are presently being considered.’ advised
Boss.
’’With an expansion of our
facilities we can offer more
courses Many plans are being
made with the industrial approach to photography in mind,"
said Bess.

Phrateres
Holds Tea
Tomorrow
CA101-0
COHPICS
come to

Carlyle
Jewelers
in Palo Alto

for their

INamond Rings
BECAUSE:

"I was wrong about
IBM. You can get into
the mainstream here
with a liberal arts degree!’
"I used to think IBM was a place for engineers, scientists,
and machines.
"But not for liberal arts graduates. And definitely not for
American History majors, like me. (This is John Robohm,
an IBM Marketing Representative specializing in banking.)
"Then I talked with an IBM interviewer. He explained that
much of the work at IBM is solving problems. So if you have a
logical mind, you could go into areas like programming or marketing. Both of which are in the heart of IBM’s business.
"My job is helping banks use computers. Which isn’t nearly
as technical as it sounds. You deal with people a lot more than
with machines.
"At first, the idea of sales appalled me. You know, you think
of Willy Loman and so on. But marketing at IBM is entirely
different. You’re a problem solver. You have to come up with
new solutions for every customer.
"I guess that’s what makes the job so interesting. That and the
level of people you deal with. I usually work directly with the
president of the bank. You get a lot of responsibility in this job
very soon after you start. And if you’re good, your income goes
along with it."
What John has said covers only a small part of the IBM story. For
more facts, visit your campus placement office. Or send an outline of
your career interests and educational background to E. C. Purtell,
Jr., IBM Corporation, Dept. C, 3424 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles,
California 90005. We’re an equal opportunity C-L’ o
employer.

They have shopped and compared end hese found that
Carlyle’s price, are never high r and in most instance, are
substantially lower than prics
for the same qualIsewhere
ity Diamonds.

Engagement Sines

iron,

sloe

Save .10% With ASH l’ard

flit/ilk

JILWELEFI

535 Bryant St.
in downtown
Palo Alto
PK 323-2834

Phrateres International, service and social organization for
campus women, will hold a membership tea for any interested
girls tomorrow evening from 6-7
p.m. in HE).
Founded at SJS in 1964, Phrateres is now supporting a 12year-old orphan in India. To do
this, they sell tissue paper flowers on campus.
Besides working with Circle K.
college Kiwanis club. and Alpha
Phi Omega, the girls also act as
hostesses at graduation, blood
drives, departmental open houses,
activiand various other

ties.

college

The club, which has 45 active
members, holds its regular meetings on Wednesday nights at 7
in HE5.

San Jose’s Future
To Be Discussed
By City Chairman
-What’s in the Future for San
Jose" will be the topic of a speech
to be given by Donald de la
Pena, chairman of San Jose’s
Goa Is Committee, tomorrow
night at 7:30 at the Garden City
Hofbrau.
Sponsored by Rho Epsilon, national real estate fraternity,
de la Pena will give a slide -talk
on San Jose’s future develop, ments. including what will happen to the SJS college area.
The meeting will be held in the
Pavilion room of the Hofbrau.
located at Market and Post
Streets.
An optional no-host dinner,
" also at the Hotbrau, will precede
the meeting at 6 p.m.
Everyone interested is invited
to attend.

BILL’S
COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Y All Ill EV coNIF:rics
FOR Tin: El FS AND LIPS:
WILL MAKE THE FELLOWS
FORGET Tali HIPS.
CAMERA FILM AND FINISHING TOO
DROP OFF A ROLL FOR US TO DO.
(FREE FILM TOO)
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Thinclads in First
Home Meet Today
Spartan thinclads make their
first home-meet appearances of
the iieason today at 3 p.m. when
the, engage in the annual interclass meet on the old track,
For the meet, the varsity will
Is’ divided into five squads which
will compete against each other.
Participants include Lee Evans,
Chris Papanicolaou, Sam Davis,
John &unbar’’, Pete Santos, Ralphl
Gamer, Darold Dent, Jack Malloy.,
and Ricky Rogers.
Also competing will be former
Spartan Tommie Smith. Although
he is now running for the Santa
Clara Youth Village, Smith will
participate with the varsity.
There will also be a novice division in which anyone interested
may compete.

a
is

I.
C
t

-

C.

At the conclusion of the meet
the annual 880 Greek relay will be
run. Eight fraternity men will run
110 yards each.
The record for the relay is
1:38.8, set in 1956 by Alpha Tau
Omega.
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RELAY MAN - John Bambury gets set to start another mile
relay for the Spartan track team. He will be competing in the
sprints and relays in today’s interclass meet at the old track.

The new tartan track was
originally to be used for this meet
but the lines have not been painted
and the track will not be complete until Saturday when the

Linksters Dump Broncos
undefeated
SJS’
golf team,
season,
1967
the
throughout
opened its ’68 campaign Monday
at the Almaden Country Club with
:in impressive 181,2-81/2 victory
ver University of Santa Clara.
Two Spartans and one Bronco
matched par on the course with
70s. The SJS linksters were Butch
Wehrman and sophomore Jim
West. Rick Freer was the Bronco
par-matcher.
The victory marked the 17th
consecutive dual match win over
a three-year span for the Spartans, who were 12-0 last season.
Bob Eastwood, 1966 amateur
champ of California found the
going a little rough as he shot a
75 compared to Santa Clara’s Neil
Woodruff who finished with a 73.
SJS seniors Ken Slasor and Tom
O’Kane both won their matches
with 77s.

Spartababes John Adams, Kelly
Mosher, Jim Schiavenza, Mark
Good, and Steve Bulges all won
their matches to aid the Spartan
victory.
S.

Coach Pat Duggan’s freshman
baseball squad opens its 1968
season on the road today when it
meets the Monterey Peninsula College Lobos at Monterey.
The starting lineup for the
Spartababes will be Tom McClaughlin lb; Hector Ramon 2b;
Mark Pertri 3b: George Oreglia
ss; Niel Sinnot If; Chuck Geston
cf; Bill Butler rf; Dennis Crist
Pitching: and Paul Purete catching.
Crist and Pat MacElroy have
been particularly effective in practice, and varsity baseball coach
Ed Sobczak has Indicated that McClaughlin may be up with the
varsity before the season is over.

bay4

8:15 P.M.
College Theatre

ceville

The 8ar6er

Law students advocate PSA

Open

Tonight

Fly south for only $11.43
Until

From San Jose airport to Los Angeles, 1.1ectra Jets $11.43, 727 Fan Jets
$13.50. San Diego $17.78 and $19.85. Phone your
campus rep or PSA, San Jose 286-4720, or travel agent.

p.m.

9
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EVERYTHING ON SALE

No Other Store Offers Such Discounts
WE BUY -TRADE-RENT
,
’PRICES CUT!
1,4
SAVE NOW WITH GREATER
ri4C-74;74.‘"-Irrah.

OPEN 6 A.M..1 I P.M.
72 E. Santa Clara

ANGEL O’S

RESERV 1rTIONS
1-5 P.M.
294-6414.

STEAK
HOUSE

+strometoeseesionsmassessoweeasassamesewsamisassassimmemesitsesomomO

A.K
TO

9 p,m

TO

U
I 999

INVENTORYCLEARANCE

STUDENT TEACHERS STOCK UP NOW!!
Instructor Bulletin Board hits

(1.75)

871/20

NOW

Dennison School Logs

(5.95)

2.971/2

NOW

"History on Display" spring months

(1.95)

971/20

NOW

"Spice," "Probe," ...
"Art _Adventures Week by Week"

(4.50)

2.25

NOW

(1.95)

971/20

NOW

"Primary Picture Alphabet"

(3.00)

1.50

NOW

(1.00)

500

NOW

(1.00)

Flash Cards, assorted
"Baby Animals At Play"

500

NOW

Cut -Out 1.etters

(1.00-2.25)

1/2 off

NOW

Dennison Prints

(50-390)

1/2 off

NOW

THIS GROUP
FORMERLY
USED FOR
RENTAL

,...

ITP01:iNTS..

NO1?-1!
WOMEN’S
ONLY
FINAL CLEARANCE

2"

v STORE

on south tenth, near San Carlos
across from men’s dorms
286-0930

99

NOT MENTION.
Law Variety

UP

%%OMEN’S,

PARKAS

P .).".
SKIS

Reg. 6.00
MAKE

FAMOUS
BRAND

Yon.

BUCKLE
MADE ’IN if A’
Men’s and Women’s
DOUBLE BOOTS

Newest Finest C
struction. Out Performs
Metal Skis Every Way.

i’

RAND NEW i 099

BOOTS
lin

SEZISicn 5 I 13

ded
Also
SWISS IL AUSTRIAN
ll
FAMOUS BRANDSWere Priced 59.50 to 69.50
When
THIS GROUP FORMERLY USED FOR
RENTALS - NEARLY NEW CONDITION

Made famous by Yamaha

New

REG. 109.50
90
7

FAMOUS BRAND
to 29.9
Lace Boos
Values to 49.50
1 A THERMAL 1
SWEATERS
TURTLE
7 UNDER.
FAMOUS
NECK
ea
WEAR
MAKES
T SHIRTS
Metal
49.99
’ Tops or Bot.

/

399

NYLON SHELL

BOYS’ 8 GIRLS’ FAMOUS

to 9.99

9949

5 99 ,

Skis

,., 19 N9

199

AFTER
SKI
BOOTS

L

399
IRONS
UP

rl STARTER SETS,40ulter

PRO

N’S and
OMEN’S

RIGHT Or
LEFT HAND

S ALES

GOLIdi

99

11
.11 Driver Iron 6.99
99

WCLUDE
Nedges
99r
IRONS
&
--NIV-gugij9ood
Woods
e5 $o *9
W10see
- 1 WOODS et iEr"Gi .1 e d6
9
LEFT OR RIGHT HAND
9 PRO
CLUBS
99
99 Golf
8 IRONS & 3 WOODS
9 IRON SETS
COMPLETE SET REG. 119.50
REG. 178.00
s
a
D"
99c
GOLF SHOES .Srizoeksen i99---tym--cwrTizr-53§ HEAD
.

,

4

.
Sii. ,,,-,,1

!

i

..

1

COVPS

COLLECTORS

Q BOOK

99 viPILS
29.50

1

Reg. 11.95

J

QUILTED
AMERICAN
MADE BY
FRANCONIA
ALSO FAMOUS

GIRLS., BOYS’

99

BOY’S, Sizes
16 8 18

SKI PARKAS

TTOM

PANTS

STRETCH
GIRLS’

p.m.

FAMOUS BRAND-AMER. 8, FRENCH

FAMOUS MAKE
IULTI-LAMINATED
UTOMATIQUE
VELOCITE
ALCON-SQUAW
USTANG &
ANY OTHERS
RAND NEWU

SKI BOOT
r99
OFF

SUNDAY TO"SA.P.M.

OPEN SATURDAY
9 a.m. to 6

LnsTic

-

1199 El (AMINO bp.

c4:::::72:...

SKI PANTS SKIS

99

myR,

u’t.:.."07:::::::;t.::!."’ I MOUNTAIN

1 FF OPEN

7

ONE GROUP
REG. 55.00
WOMEN’S REG. 30.00

Teaching Aids

DISCOUNT

DAILY

FAMOUS BRANDS
WE PROMISED
NOT TO PUBLISII
NAMES TO PRO TECT FRANCHISE DF:ALERS.
YOU’LL WANT
SEVERAL PAIRS.
MEN’S &
WOMEN’S
LIMITER) SIZES

ALL ITEMS IN OUR

pDsALE

OPEN

,

1 1

1

1. 1 I

_

J . ......--it.-

ASB Tickets
81.00-Wed. & Thurs.
81.25-Fri. & Sat.

MONDAY-THURSDAY

Your Campus Rep.
Bob Dourgarion
298-5592

.1
CLEARANCE
NOW!

III English

$1

rphsA

Hoot
Make R
Now Call
236.4720

ALL YOU CAN EAT

THIS WEEK ONLY - WHILE THEY LAST

50%

5

Frosh Baseballers
Clash With Lobos
In 1968 Opener

Feb. 28 & 29
March 1 & 2

SPAGHETTI

intramurals

MI

INTRAMIRALS
Awful -Awful mined into a threeway first place tie in "A" League
basketball play Monday with a
Spartans challenge. the SCYV. Cal
54-51 victory over previously unState at Hayward and Sacramento
beaten Garbagemen. Put Cavitiu
State,
hit for 22 points for the winners.
Trophies will be awarded in all
Basketball inc., wnich shares
divisions at the conclusion of the
the lead with a 3-1 mark, stayed in
meet.
contention with a 50-46 win over
4th place Price’s Preachers.
Gary Barnes’ 19 points led Nordale Raiders to a 51-33 win over
Me and Them No. 2, and Bending
Them No. 1 in other "A" League
Moments forfeited to Me and
action.

la,ot q

Spartan frosh hopes for the
season looked good as the frosh
defeated Foothill College 20-7 also
Monday.

SPARTAN DAILY-S

Wednesday. February 2S 19C9
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-KEELS 1/2
PARADISE

WE BUY -SELL -TRADE -RENT
GuNs.
litItGtS7 fOtlaTION Of NIW A NIIIITAYr C,NN,
t P

r.ir)LIFC

S lItSIS

"

ITW 1

WE TRADE-RENT -BUY Hand Guns-All Type
CuuNNscAsEs .. :7. 11.9:,
GUNS ..,,, 60 "loth
GUN

Tort

I I

RACKS .....from 7.99
29.99
18.59

SHOTGUNS

n runts

CAMPING GEAR
I up) Pa".7,.’11&ligiOFF
,L.,A,,, ,.,
..
2
SAVE NOW WITH GirEATER

SLEEPING 11/
FLOOR SAMPLES
’=’:r.05
WHITE STAG BAGS
SAIISMAN

STERLING

SAMPLES

500/0

OFF,

TENTS

tS111.1111,
%111IIISMINI
C.I IT

lb. - 36"x80"
4 lb. - 40"x80"
6 lb. - 42"x84"
3

Standard

r

of
ping

1999
Sir,

BASEBALL
GLOVES

DOWN
BAGS 1/2

2-LB. SKIER

,.

Of MCKIIIist

SPECIAL BACK PACKERS
MUMMY BAG ," ,.".,
DO

l

3999

16

SO

_

off

TENNIS RACKETS it
BADMINTON SET 1
LIFE JACKETS
BOAT CUSHION S

WATER

,

2

les
1

2"
SKIS 9’,
.,.,

l’etaacorN

ll’Adoess!,iv

fl-grtruruv D Xil v

itacs

Falls From Planes,
Beds, Skis Bring No Comfort
wit% "My foot h ,,, never done
that before!" and thus the victim
inds himself in the doctor’s ofice. After several meaningful
t throat clearings and "urn’s" from
; the doctor scanning the X-rays, the
Actin) is cast in plaster,

DA’E WILLIAMS
Spartan DalB Staff Writer
"It’s not the tall that tweaks
a hone. it’s that sudden stop!" And
several students this semester are
burdened with what feels like
"tons" of plaster as proof of that
pars t roopers’ :Adage.
Over 90 per cent of those attired
in plaster and using crutches got
that "white boot" while skiing.
The other 10 per cent came by
theirs in varied off-beat ways crunching the bones by falling in
or out of bed, jumping from an
aircraft while in flight, and by
falling off a boustool at a local
tavern.
No matter how the bone was
broken, there is little that can be
done to comfort the victim, for
the plaster cast is a medical verskin of the medieval torture instruments like the -Spanish Boot!"
Most of the walking-wounded on
campus have either a broken ankle
or fibula, which is one of the shin
hones.
SICKENING SOUND
Often the hone broke with a
sickening sound, similar to that of
an early melon being hit with a
hammer. Others just seemed to
be sprained ankles until the victim
tried to walk, finding his foot
pointed in a direction other than
the one in which he is headed.
"Strange," he thinks to him-

Now the trials and tribulations
’ vein. First comes the pain, as the
eg continues to swell and press
Against the unyielding tonnage of
taster. Pain pills are of little
; ielp, as for the most, part they
just upset the victim’s stomach or
mike him sleepy without relieving
any pain. The only exception to
this seems to he taking emperin
saline, but most doctors prefer
to give something they consider
’just as good" hut really isn’t
North a damn.

while the muscles in his arms
dance and quiver in a perpetual
state of exhaustion.
About the only way to "walk"
with crutches is to adjust the hand
rests so that they allow the arms
to be fully extended, taking some
of the pressure off the morning’s1
application of deodorant.
Eventually, if the victim is
smiled upon by fate, his oast is
fitted with a "walker" or rubber
heel on the bottom, allowing him
to walk without those accursed
crutches. The only drawback is
that the walker makes one leg
about three inches longer than the
other, and the victim is forced to
lurch about like a pregnant hippo
in a twist contest.

tam, Inc. MaJune and summer graduates may
The Nestle C
Min up for appointments In the jors, ChE, ME, chem.
Sperry Flight Systems DIstlxion.
An accounting lab offering indi- Placement Center. Adm. VW Signvidual help to all students taking ups begin each Tuesslay up to the Majors, HS. and MS. in EE, ME.
accounting courses is now operat- day before the Interview.
Standard 011 Co, of California
ing under the direction of Alpha
and Chevron Research Co. MaEta Sigma, accountants’ honor so- THURSDAY
jors, BS. and M.S. in ME, ChE,
ciety.
CE, EE, ehem., bus, admin., marGeneral
EleetrIc Co. Majors, R.S.
The lab is Tuesdays from 7 to
keting, MBA.
in ChE, It:, ME, Ind, tech., ma9 p.m. in LC318.
U.S. Coast Guard Officer ReMembers of AES are upper-di- teriaLs science, aeronautics, chem.,
cruiting. Barracks, 14,
vision students who have main- math, physics, appl. mechanics,
tained at least a 3.0 in all accountM.S. in 1E, ChE, EE, ME, ma- FRIDAY
ing courses and are familiar with
Bechtel Corp. Majors, B.S. or
courses offered by the accounting terials se i en cc, chem., math,
MS. in CE, ChE, EE, ME,
physics.
department.

After the initial shock and pain
wear off the victim is faced with
todjustment to his encumbered
state. Simple things like going to
the bathroom, opening and closing
, door and carrying most anything
toccomes impossible on crutches
with the weight of the plaster cast
throwing the victim off balance.
TIl
Die luxury of a shower or bath is
A 7:30 1,-1"
Alpha Et ,
James Don almost impossible and TV soap
C’afeteria A N
Michigan tornmercials make the victim enEdwards. Chairman I
States Dept. of Aemituntal: and A ious.
Financial Administration, will oh -TORTURE IN STICUAI ENT
cuss "Trends in
Crutches rank on a par with a
lion." Open to A, -1.1111;11_, 111.;;;i1
:oist as being a torture instrument,
I et’
tutu
With 311
for there is no comfortable way to
114 DV. Lilt% .ilti
20A !Oil
se them. The wood digs into the
les,
A ictim’s armpits, numbing his arms
(.1,1
ss hob. 2 to N
s.is o

The Experimental College course 40+ ACRES. A REDWOOD Forest
Primeval. Record of survey. Close into
in "Existential Psychology," can Boulder Creek. Tremendous growth Pointer- tential. $45.000. $12.500 Down. Excellent
s till squeeze in a few more Interterms. Call agent 408 438.0400 or Eves
ested students.
408 377-4357.
The class, organized by Dr. John 221/2 ACRES. 4 miles from Los Gatos.
S. Kelly, assistant professor of A view you will have to see to believe
psychology, will meet tomorrow of the Santa Clara Valley. Paved county
road and utilities. $65.000. $15,000
night at 7, in CH165.
Down. Excellent terms. Call Agent 408
Two approaches to "Existential 438.0400 or Eves. 408 377.4357.
Psychology" will be made by the AUTO INSURANCE as low as $136. per
students in this course: the di- year for married, good students. Also
dactic approach, which will include excellent savings for single men over
21. Call George Campbell 244.9600.
lectures, discussion groups, guest
’68 EASTER WEEK-HAWAII--9 DAYS
speakers and appropriate readings. Apr. 6-14. $259 includes Pan Am jet.
and the experimental approach. meals & champagne en route. Waikiki
where the class will break into Hotel, Lei greeting, transfers and sightencounter groups to actually ex- seeing. Call Barbara Kyne, group leader,
294.2916 after 5, or 293.1033.
perienee aspects of existential
FARRELL’S AUTHENTIC ENGLISH Fish
psychology.
’n Chips shop is now open from 4-9
PM daily at 11th St. & San Carlos,
COME FLY WITH US! Fly new Cessna
in this
1,11, I
Inlet
ISO. $8/hr. FAA Examiner on staff. New
private ground school starting Feb. 20th.
!,
Bring ad & take your 1st intro, ride
;
for $5, SKYROVERS of San Jose. 1101
air conditioned
,in ’l,,,t’i
Airport Blvd. 295-8786. General AviaHeated Pool
r, iollowing
Fh
tion Terminal bld. Ask for Bill Brodie,
‘ Excellent Laundry Facility
p.m. Ill MAN
BLOOD IS NEEDED
SCIENCE FICTION - COMIC BOOKS.
*Electric Garbage Disposal
Tau Delta Phi. 7:30 p.m. DE’t
I read & collect both. If you read or
Mon. thru Fri. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
collect either one, why not contact
’42 l’.’
Itent.ot I ho, 130 Esti;
Georgiamne Apartments
294-6535
40 Bassett St.
me? Bill Denholm. 628 Tulane Dr. S. C.
,
with leo,
695
S.
I
lilt
Ph.
287-1843
296-7185.
San Jose
in S n, Clara DentAI S.. FREE VERY TAME white rats. Excellent
******** ***************************************** pets. Call 295-9351 days, 967-7395 after
leinimi
to
* 6 p.m.
is
*
COURSE ON TOUR! Travel in Europe
Is
’or 6 wks, as you study comparative
education. 41 nights in Europe. 9 noun.
relate ui, perstillal
tries to explore. 6 semester graduate
recent changes that 1-1,,.
units. Sponsored by San Jose State Col.
.N t ,
Delta Phi Delta, 7:.:, ,
:0ga. Summer Session: June 29Aug. 10.
Write Dr. Sidney W. Tiedt School of
All art majors with a :I..) oil’,
Education, San Jose or call Summer
sated. Renaissance program will i
Sessions Offi,e (294.6414).
it
EARN YOUR WAY to Europe. Campus
. Is
soeial Work (Yob, 2:30
rep. for N. S. A. TOURS needed. ComIs
C11161.
mission available. Contact immediately.
4o
Cathy Glynn N. S. A. 1355 Westwood
THURSDAY
Blvd. L. A, 90024.
4o
Inter Varsity Christian
INCOME TAX preparation. 1040A s
12:’,0 p.m.. :1101i I, Dajle3
*********** 52.50,1040’s $7 up. Training & exp.
Auditorium, Michael Griffiths au
through IRS employment. Call 264.1223
or 225-5307.
thor will speak on "Lord of All "
REAL ESTATE MAJOR. I will help you
Inscussion with International
.
attain your license so
that you can
dents to follow at 3:30 p.m. in
earn good income NOW. Office near
Rates
Student
Rental
Special
on "Christianity, International or
campus - Realtor is coll. grad. & prof.
appraiser. TRIAD 123 E. William.
Three months rental applies to purchase price of any
3 months
Ni.irt If Mill
SPARTA EUROPE ’68 $359. June 18.
machine if you decide to buy.
manual
Sept.
7. jet non strip S.F.-Amsterdam
round trip. Call Barbara Kyne, group
We
also
portable
end
standard.
oleetries,
rent
liii
o too-, o hoio, #4t,
leader. 294.2916 after 5 p.m.
,., it o.,,
MUSIC FESTIVAL CIVIC Aud. Mar, 3.
dents welcome. Iteheshm.
2 p.m. 6 bands. Tickets $2 at both
Sherman Clays & SJ Boxoffice.
mac itoao,.., rats, :1::10 pm) NI
PIERCED & NON-PIERCED earrings
24 South Second
Established 1900
293-6383
made to order. Evelyn’s costume jewelry.
’
’
405, 1st St.
WE LOVE OUR CUSTOMERS. Won’t
FLAD Y.
you let us love you! Astor’s r -op
Aute wash. 732 S. 1st St. & 804 I’us’
OrKaniAt.".
p.m., Faeulty cafet.

Spartaguide

Luxurious 3 Bdrm.
Apt.
4:ompletely
-

We had a Car Show Monday!
**
* This is just one of the things that makes :
**
*
PI KAPPA ALPHA FRATERNITY
**
different from other fraternities.
**

*

TYPEWRITERS RENTED

General Foods Corp. Majors, ES
or M.S. in ChE, EE, IF, ME.
Ford Motor Co. Majors, bus.
admin., bus, and lad., accounting,
finance, ME, IE,
Navel Electronics Laboratory
Center. Majors, B.S. or M.S. in
EE, math, physics.
Naval Weapons Center. Maims,
B.S. or MS. in EE, AE, ME,
physic’s.
REA Express. Majors, marketing, bus. mgt.

i
i

1959 MORRIS 1000. Four speeds. Re. HEAD MASTERS SKIS. 195 cm., with
transp. Make offer. Paul, 638 S. Marker bindings, good shape, $75, Call
295.7553.
5th.
’58 FORD STATION WAGON, $225. ’66 HONDA 305. Good cond, low mileLooks sharp. Good battery & tires. En. age. Call Pete Drees, 297.9733.
MUST SELL SKIS, 200 cm, made in Ausgineer, one owner. 739.0675.
ten. Nevada Releases. $50/best offer.
’54 CHEVY. Good operating cond. $100 292-6378.
Call Emile, 286-6795, 12.5 p.m. M -Fri.
GIBSON SJN STEEL String guitar. Beau.
only.
4 mos. old. Must sell. Paid $255 sell
’62 OLDSMOBILE CONV. Clean, excel. for $175. Barry 295-8215.
mechanical shape. Must sell. 293-9972.
Ask for Rick Fiset.
HELP WANTED (4)
AUSTIN HEALEY 3000 Delos. ’60. New
trans., clutch, tires, excel. cond. 43.000
WANTED: HASHERS. Apply Sigma Al
mi. $1195 295-8194.
pha Epsilon. 184 S. 11th 295-9898,
’51 STUDEBAKER. Excel. cond. $135. DANCE INSTRUCTORS - Young men
356.2962.
& women to train for S. J.’s largest
’63 CORVAIR MONZA. New trans. & dance studio. Must be personable &
difrnl. Rad., het.. 4.spd. Must sell. 293. talented. Top salary. No exp. needed.
21 yrs. old. Train free 6.10 p.m. M -Fri.
1608.
Call Mr. Gideon 286-6040.
’65 TRIUMPH 650. Inc. cond. $750, MALE RESEARCH subjects 21-30 yrs.
phone between 4-6 p.m. 297-5739, ask wanted.
Long.term bed rest. Approved
for Rich.
class 1-0 selective alternative. Details:
’63 DART GT 225. Exc. cond. $725/ Box 96. U.S.P.H.S, Hospital, San Franoffer. Brian Silk, 294-6019,
cisco 94118.
FOR SALE ’65 Be) Aire, Metalic blue APARTMENT MANAGER. Married student
only. Apply 123 E. William 9-1. No
hrdtop. 283 stn. trans. Rad., het., pow.
steering. $1400/offer. Call 292.5868 phone calls please.
after 7 p.m. wkdays.
WANTED: VOLUNTEER help in nearby
’61 MGA COUP. Dark green. Eng. just Girl Scout troops. Call Mrs. Moore,
rebuilt. Very gond cond. 5950. 286-8442. 867-4287.
PUBLISHER OF Who’s Who in Jour.
2 CHEVY Station wagons. For sale. ’61 nalism wishes to contact advanced stulight green stk. six. Exc. cond. ’62 Tan, dents as associates with means to help
all power eight. Very good cond. 322. edit new edition. Rapid advancement
6924 or 294-8352.
& remuneration. Learn & earn unique
VW ’59 CAMPER, 1500 c, erg, & trans - opportunity. Write or phone Pastor
Gilroy, Cel, 842.4356.
Ask,
axe’: Red,. good tires, insulated. $975.
356.2757 after 2 p.m.
HOUSING 151
FOR SALE 131
GREAT BOOKS of the Western World,
Like new. Bookcise. Atlas. 2 yearbooks
& introductor, books. $275. Eves. 1386
Main St. S. C.
21/4 X 31/4 PRESS CAMERA, all ecces.
series. 3 lenses, 30 ft. back, for Robot
Royal. Konica Auto Reflex, wide angle.
telephoto. 286.8510.
10 SPEED PUGEOT racer. Good cond.
$30. Call 293.8126,
ELECTRIC HAWAIIAN guitar, case, &
$150 ITALIAN accordion, 120
base. 7 switch. $150. 251-6686.
DRESSES, SKIRTS, shoes. sweaters, coats,
gowns, uniforms, cocktail table, etc. sz.
7-13. 264.3180.
STEREO. SCOTT LK-48 Amp, Benjamin
Miracord 10H changer. AR.4X speakers,
Koss P80-4 stereophones. $250, call
John at 287.1869 after 7 p.m.
HICKEY SURFBOARD (San Francisco)
10-. Very fast & maneuverable - Will
trade for Porsche or reasonable sum
of money. Cal Larry, eves. 286.9017.

1

GIRL SR. OR GRAD, to share house
with 5 others. 1 bk. frm. campus. $45/
mo. 293-5096.
NEWLY FURN. 1 & 2 Bdrm. apts. I 1 th
St. Call 269-9649.
DELIGHTFUL APT, needs a girl. 2
bdrms, 2 bthrms, 1 studyrm. 529 S. 10th
#6. 298-3494.
MALE GRAD. STUD, to share 2 bdrm,
furn, house in Campbell. Free access to
nearby swimming pool & rec. fac. $90/
me. Call 377.9240,
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to
share, luxurious 2 bdrm, apt. at Royal
Lanai. Call 251.8423 after 4 p.m.
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share
house with 4 others. $40,moo 294.8357.
LOST AND FOUND (61
LOST: BOXER PUP. 12th & San Carlos
Sat. night 2/17. 286.2934, Mike. Reward.
FOUND: 222 9th St. ilock puppy with
nh’tv yaws
Pb.’-,294-9992,
PERSONALS trt
SPARTA CAMP TICKETS on sale, Mar.
1-2 in front of Spartan Book Store 4
caf.
SERVICES le)
RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Echo’s.
Free delivery, free service. No contract.
Call 251-2598.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Elsetric. Masters - Reports - Dissertations. Marianne Tamberq, 1924 Harris
Ave. Call 371.0395 San Jose.
GUARANTEED TYPING FAST, accurate,
prompt, will edit, near San Jose State.
Mrs. Aslarian, 298.4104.
TYPING - THESIS, term papers, etc.,
experienced and fast. Phone 269-8674.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY - Ph011e
968-0944 anytime. Jim Koski.
CHILD CARE. Infants & up in my home.
E. William St. 298-1355,

HALLS OF IVY residence for women.
Call 297-1814,
WE NEED YOU and you for two ye
carries at Wee Terrace. Girls boarding
house spring semester, 177 S. 12th,
295-9619.
FOR SALE BY OWNER near campus.
4 bdrm. Spenish style home. Fully
draped. Wall -wall carpet in every rm.
except Ey. rm. 3 complete bathrms. A
downstairs bedrm, suitable for rental
with outsd. entrance. Service Porch.
washrm., breakfast nook. Formal dining
rm. Master bedrm. with 2 closets & 2
dressing rms. 2.car oversized garage.
Full size basement, formal patio. Shown
by appointment. Nicely landscaped. Inquire. Phone 293-4724.
2-3 GIRLS NEEDED. 2 bdr. apt. Call
after II p.m. 297-9324. Kathie 348 S.
I 4th #4.
I GIRL ROOMMATE needed to share
4 girl apt. $37.50/mo. Across from
camp. 415 S. 5th. #I0 298-1164.
I MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: 2 bdr.
apt. $45/rno. Call 292.3977 after 5 p.m.

1RANSPORTA,ION 194
WANTED: RIDE FROM Berkeley. MWF
for the Spring sernnsfer. Will share enpenses. All. Bo, 587. Berkeley or 8411163. Rm. 5.
RIDES DESPERATELY NEEDED from
Palo Alto area :"o.iening classes. MW
5:30.9:00 and T.
9:45 ’lasses. Call
Jane 323-5326

To Place
an ad:
Call at:

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

$21

Classified Adv.
Office -J206

Can jo.se ’Typewriter Co.

Sigmas for IBM tour, raffle,.
of constitution. Balkan dancii:
Spartan Orlocel, 8 p.m. to 1 A
Women’s gym. Fun night frow,
p.m followed by a olance
Solindeasters band from IIIIto,
Intertultural Steering
tee, 5 Irm.. Cafeteria A. Reit,
merits will be served.
5.114 Ski Club, Ski trip to Si’
Valley on Mar. 1. ’2. 3. SigninStudents Affairs Business Oil
Leave
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Spring Is The Season

[ or
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Rough -Outs
...re.,

i
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;

it ;um

day.

1
WE STAY
OPEN

,

TONIGHT
UNTIL 9

Men’s
Rough-Outs
$24.99
Ladies’
Rough-Outs
$23.99

.-

.1,...1,,,..i

I hiffilter For N1rii rind W ***** en"

WORKINGMAN’S STORE
jROOKSTORE, INC.

,

218 West Santa Clara St.
Downtown an Josr
()pen Mon. & Thurs. until 9

V,

n,

Few Spots Open
For Stip:lents In
Existential Psych

Learn more about us by visiting
our house at So. 12th and San
Carlos or by calling us at 297-9996.

Factory Mutual Engr. Corp. Mt.
jars, II.S, in all en1)(1’.

Spartan Daily Classifieds

Finally however, that long
The Spartan Daily does not knowingly
awaited day arrives When the cast accept advertising from advertisers who
HORRIBLE SWELLING
is removed, and the end of the practice discrimination on the basis of
To reduce the by now horrible torture seems within reach.
race color, creed or national origin.
;welling and pressure, the victim
ANNOUNCEMENTS
is told to "keep the break elevated
above the heart," a most urnWANTED FOR Anthology. In.
POETRY
natural position for anyone other
clude stamped envelope, Idlewild Pubthan a contortionist. About the
lishing Company, 543 Frederick, San
only thing that relieves the pain
Francisco.
and swelling. believe it or not, is
STUDY JET CHARTER L. A./Amsterdam
6/27 to 9/4 includes 4 week course
.
the application of an ice pack on
Paris $399.50 Alliance Francaise, 9875
the cast. gradually cooling off the
S. Monica Blvd. Beverly Hills German
swollen break.
Course. Salzburg available.

OVER 217
NEED $5
DO THIS NOW!

Job Interviews

Lab Offered
In Accounting

Daily
1:30 to 3:30
114E Girr JUST PiNNEG

AuTOMOT1VE 121
Send
’59 S1MCA. Good cond. $225 or best
offer. Phone 293.6691.
’63 BEL AIRE. 2 dr. hardtop V8 Red.
Het. Exc. cond. $200 4- small pymt.
After 6 p.m. Call Bill, 742-5389.
’66 VW 1303 Sunroof. Exc. cond. $1300
Call 286.5534 after 9:30 p.m. wkdays.
& all Sunday.
FOR SALE: $100 - Ford 1956 Sta.
wagon. 1317 Carlson Way. San Jose,
Call 266.9299.
’65 GTO 335 HP 4.spd. Positraction.
30,000 Miles, one owner. Excel. Cond.
Best offer. 293-8126.

3 lin.:
4-ni--tes
5 lines
6 linos
And this
amount tor
each addi
tional line

One day

Two days

1.50- 2.00
2.00
2.50
2.50 -3:003.50
3.00
JO

.50

Classifieds.

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

Three days

2.25
2.75

No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces far each line)
Four days

Five days

-IA- -1:103.003.50
-3.90
4.00

-2:4113.25 -1:4-03.40

3.75
.50

.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
[1] Personals
Announcements (I)
D Help Wanted (4)
O Automotive (2)
[1 For Sale (3)

blank.

check out to Spartan Daily

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One day

in handy order

Enclose cash or check. Make

O Housing (5)
fl Loot end Found (6)

.50

(7)
O Services (8)
Transportation (9)

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed is $

City

_

-

Days

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN JOSE, CALIF.
95114
Please allow 2 days after placing for ad to appear.
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